
 

Ensemble work, rather than single-model
methodology, might have greater impact for
environmental research
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Planning for climate change requires looking at detailed regional information as
well as global averages. An international group of researchers evaluated North
American climate models for individual and ensemble climate process
representations. Credit: 2012 American Meteorological Society
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(Phys.org)—An international group of researchers, including Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory scientists Dr. L. Ruby Leung and Dr.
Yun Qian, constructed a systematic examination of regional-scale
climate models and their projections for North America. Using a multi-
model ensemble approach, they compared physical climate process
models on a regional scale to precipitation and temperature observational
data. The controlled baseline data showed that working together, the
ensemble results mostly outperformed any single model. The work was
featured in the cover story of the October issue of the Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society.

Everyone wants to know what will happen to the climate. In the science
of climate change, the prediction tool for the future is the climate model,
complex computational representations of climate processes such as
precipitation and temperature. Like comparing different automobile
brands, each climate model may shine for one feature or another and
have differing performance measures. To level the playing field in
evaluating model outcomes, an international group of researchers
collaborated to find a systematic way to evaluate the models'
performance. Their results show that working in ensemble may yield
better results than any single model alone. Their findings will be
important to regional resource managers planning for the future.

The researchers organized the North American Regional Climate
Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) to evaluate temperature and
precipitation results from six regional climate models over 1980-2004.
For the first time in model assessments over North America, the
international team adopted metrics to evaluate specific features of
different models. Establishing common protocols in a controlled set of
experiments, they came up with a baseline to compare each model's
results. Their comparison showed that while no single model stood out,
working in ensemble the models often returned the best results
compared to observational data. The NARCCAP effort provided a
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unique opportunity to systematically compare and evaluate North
American regional model data.

These results are the first in a series of planned investigations. The
researchers ran the models under current and best conditions, to establish
a baseline evaluation. Next steps involve running the models for future
scenarios of climate change conditions.

  More information: Mearns LO, et al. 2012. "The North American
Regional Climate Change Assessment Program: Overview of Phase I
Results," Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
93(9):1337-1362. DOI:10.1175/BAMS-D-11-00223.1
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